
A global lottery working with the planet,

for the planet



$1.2b invested in planet-saving projects

$1.35b paid out in prizes

$450m reinvested in Planet XYZ

Planet XYZ is a billion-dollar, planet-saving,

ethical lottery. 

Funds generated from play will divided as

follows:

Each share will generate approx. 

 $45,000 (USD) per game

What is Planet XYZ?



Problem
As things stand, there is no

independent & dedicated fund
to tackle climate change and

global warming – one that's run

by the people, for the people



Disproportionate Impact
China and India alone account for 37% of the global population.

This has a detrimental effect on the countries that have

committed to cut emissions to net-zero by 2050 (Paris Agreement)

Lack of Worldwide Compliance
Not all Governments will make pledges to tackle climate change.

Some of the biggest polluters to our planet – like China and India

– will not commit to new climate targets.

Cataclysmic Outcomes
If just these two countries fail to change their stance on climate

change, the impact will affect the whole world – rising sea levels,

supercharged storms with high wind speeds, prolonged

droughts, uncontrollable wildfires and flooding.

Why is the

lack of an

independent

fund a major

issue?



How we can help
An ethical lottery that paves the

way for big-money environmental

and ecological projects



First 'Global' Lottery
We intend to create the world’s first global lottery. And it will be

'global in every sense of the word - offered to people living

everywhere, and fully committed to improving the planet. 

Potential of Lotteries
There are approximately 180 lotteries around the world which,

combined, raise over $306 billion (USD) every year. Of this sum,

around 25% is contributed to good causes.

Independant Panel of Global Experts
40% of the revenue from every lottery draw will be dedicated to

ethical and ecological projects around the world. And these will

be debated and chosen by an independent panel of global

experts.

How can

a lottery

save the

world?



Enter...



2008
Formulated idea for a global lottery that raises money towards planet saving

initiatives. Sadly, technology at that time was not in our favour, so we decided to

shelve the idea until such time we would be able to build this ambitious project.

2018
Began search for investment to help us launch the project. Unfortunately, we

found resistance through traditional fundraising platforms because we are lottery

and therefore it's classed as gambling (not allowed on most platforms).

2020 Through manual outreach and non-traditional methods, we were able to grow the

number of investors to more than 20 by the end of 2020.

2022
Now, in 2022 - and with time for the planet beginning to run out - we're seeking

outside investment to start getting this critical project off the ground.

Our journey so far



In addition, we will

provide people all over

the world the

opportunity to

contribute by playing

our unique lottery game.

Why NOW is a great time

Planet XYZ is poised to

take the lead in

generating significant

funds for the safe-

guarding of the

environment.

Activists like Greta

Thumburg, alongside

regular TV coverage, has

placed Climate Change

at the forefront of

people’s minds.

Reason 2Reason 1 Reason 3



Progress

Stage 1:  $1,000,000
Begin building the game

 

Stage 2:  $5,000,000
Obtain offshore Lottery licence

 

Stage 3:  $10,000,000
Launch the game

 

Stage 3
62.5%

Stage 2
31.3%

Stage 1
6.3%



Target Market

Investment Option
We also know accessibility is important,

which is why we're making it easy and

affordable for anyone to become a

shareholder in the project, with shares

available for as little as $1,000 (USD).

Specific Appeal
Primarily, we want to appeal to people

who are eager to 'do their bit' for the

environment. We also think the game

will appeal more generally to those

who already play lotteries worldwide.



Size of the Market
Significant rises in lottery prize money

is one of the key factors for the

ongoing growth of the lottery market

worldwide.
2018: Total World Lottery Association sales 

2019: Sales growth increased 

9.9% to $332.2b

$306.5b - Total Available Market

Online segment of lottery market predicted to

have fastest growth — projected 

$183.1b by 2026

$183.1b - Serviceable Available Market

Moreover, the liberalization of

government regulations - along with the

massive expansion of lottery retailers - is

also anticipated to make a positive

impact on the demand for the lottery in

the global market.



Direct
Competitors

Indirect
Competitors

And other existing state / 
independent lotteries

And other forms of 
gambling online



Competitive Advantages

Incredible Odds

Odds of winning just 

1-in-1 million

Large Prize Pot

$1.35 billion (USD) paid out 

in prizes on each game

Lucrative Jackpot

$1 billion (USD) jackpot on 

each game

Ethical Use of Funds

40% of revenue goes directly

towards planet saving initiatives



Revenue Generation

Ticket Sales

15% of revenue from each game

(Approx. $450 million USD) 

Initial Investment

We intend to sell 1,000 shares

(10%) in the company @ $1000

per share

Planet XYZ initiatives

Companies that we create and/or

fund in sectors such as renewable

energy, plastic alternatives etc.

Instant Win Games

We will create additional, 

 alternative ticket options

Sponsorship

We will look to bring on board

paying sponsors

*As an investor, the LTV benefits are

comparable to that of a reasonable small

investment, with each share generating

approx. $45,000 (USD) per game



RICHARD FRANKS

Founder,

PlanetXyz

The Team

Clive Booth

Non-executive 

Director

Michael Winter

Marketing

Specialist

FREE INVESTMENT

If you have the drive &

skill to help us launch

this project, we want to

hear from you.

*



We are heavily focused on achieving the necessary level of

investment, identifying software engineers and creating a  working

protoype with a view to launching by the second quarter of 2023

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4

Continue

investment drive

Build prototype

Q3  2022 Q4  2022 Q1  2023 Q2  2023

1 2 3 4

Build game

Apply for licenses

Seek sponsorship

Worldwide

launch

Obtain

investment

Roadmap



Contact Us

01453 766907  |  07739 561140

RichardFranks@planetxyz.com

planetxyz.com

tel:01453766907
tel:07739561140
mailto:richardfranks@planetxyz.com

